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1. In the middle of a storm, three Witches meet.

 • Who are the witches? What does that mean to us today?
 • Their rhyming speech has a chant like quality, unlike any of the other characters in the play. How else 
  can we indicate they are different? Later they are described as ‘wild in their attire’, so how could we use
  costume or physical movement to help us?

2. King Duncan receives news of victory over the Norwegian army, thanks to brave general Macbeth. 
 Hearing of the Thane of Cawdor’s betrayal, King Duncan orders his execution.

 • How can we mark the change of location?
 • Are there ways in which we can bring to life the reports of battle against the Norwegian army 
  and Macbeth’s role in the victory?

3. On their way home from battle Macbeth and his friend Banquo meet the witches. The witches prophesy 
 that Macbeth will become Thane of Cawdor and then King.

 • Even more so than with Unit 1, the witches are involved in some kind of ‘charm’ – what are they doing – 
  is it a specific activity or task? Or, are they engaged in a movement sequence? 
 • Macbeth and Banquo enter – have the witches led them here (is that the purpose of the ‘charm’)?
 • When do they first see the witches - how can we mark that moment? How do they respond?
 • How many different ways we can find to achieve the stage direction ‘witches vanish’?

4. Ross and Angus bring news from the King of Macbeth’s promotion. Macbeth and Banquo are stunned that 
 the witches prophecy is coming true.

 • How do Macbeth and Banquo receive the news of Macbeth’s promotion?
 • Lots of lines are spoken ‘Aside’, it’s vital to be clear to whom each line is spoken and who hears what. 
 • What are the other characters doing while one is speaking ‘aside’ or to the audience? Are they frozen, 
  quietly speaking amongst themselves, or engaged in another activity?

5. Macbeth and Banquo return to King Duncan as heroes. King Duncan declares his eldest son, Malcolm, heir 
 to the throne of Scotland.

 • The atmosphere changes with this unit, we lose the scene of heath, battle and magic; it becomes more 
  formal – the court of King Duncan. How can we signify this change in location and atmosphere?
 • How might we physically represent the power / status structure of the court?
 • Like in Unit 4, Macbeth has a speech ‘aside’ (to the audience), what is everyone else doing during this?

6. Lady Macbeth receives a letter from her husband telling her about the witches and their prophecy. 
 While on her own, she reveals her concern about Macbeth’s courage to get want he wants.

 • Lady Macbeth is alone and sharing these secret and dangerous thoughts with the audience. How can the 
  ensemble support that sense of growing ambition and danger?
 • How might we share the text amongst an ensemble of actors? Perhaps it’s with the reading of the letter? 
  Or perhaps we can use other voices to highlight key thoughts or phrases? 
 • Alternatively, might the ensemble support through sound and movement, rather than dividing up the text?

7. A messenger brings word to Lady Macbeth that King Duncan is coming to stay at their castle. She calls on 
 dark spirits to assist her with her plans.

 • How does the messenger enter? Do they interrupt Lady Macbeth? Have they heard any of her previous 
  speech? How important or urgent is they news they bring?
 • Like with Unit 6 – explore the different ways an ensemble can speak the soliloquy or support one actor to 
  do it? 
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8. Macbeth arrives ahead of the King and the other Thanes. Lady Macbeth suggests that they kill the King 
 while he is a guest at the castle.

 • Clearly they have been apart for some time and this is the first time they see each other since both having
  heard the news of Macbeth’s promotion – how does that affect the way they meet each other?
 • Lady Macbeth is the first to suggest or imply the murder of Duncan, but she is deliberately equivocal
  (see also Unit 11). Does Macbeth understand her meaning?

9. King Duncan and his Thanes arrive and are warmly greeted by Lady Macbeth.

 • A royal guest arrives – is this a grand arrival or a low-key affair?
 • The audience have just heard Lady Macbeth suggest some dangerous thoughts to her husband in private.
  How has her physical and vocal presence changed now she is in public?
 
10. Macbeth is alone and begins to have doubts about the plan to kill King Duncan.

 • Like with Brutus in Julius Caesar, Shakespeare allows Macbeth the opportunity to open up to the audience
  and express his thought process in making this very difficult decision.
 • How might the ensemble help support or challenge this process?

11. Macbeth shares his doubts with Lady Macbeth but she is determined to continue and convinces him of 
  her plan.

 • Lady Macbeth references the King is eating in another room. How might we indicate that this dangerous 
  conversation might be overheard or interrupted?
 • Are they alone, or is the stage busy with servants/lords going about their business? How does playing 
  the scene each way affect the conversation?
 • As with Unit 8, even when Lady Macbeth explains her plan, they are both equivocal with language. 
  Shakespeare and his audience would have keenly understood the notion of ‘equivocation’, at a time of 
  religious and political unrest when the truth is dangerous, one had to be careful (and at times ambiguous) 
  with what you said openly in public.

12. In the evening, Banquo & Macbeth meet and agree they need to discuss the witches’ prophecy further.

 • It seems to be the first time Banquo and Macbeth have spoken since they met the witches. Certainly if they 
  have seen each other since they have not had the opportunity to talk about the witches and the prophesy.
 • Macbeth ends Unit 11 ‘settled’ and committed to do this ‘terrible feat’ – does meeting Banquo (the only 
  other person who saw the witches) make him reconsider at all?

13. On his way to kill King Duncan, Macbeth sees a ghostly dagger dripping in blood.

 • How might we represent (or show) the ‘dagger of the mind’? Can the audience see it, or only Macbeth? 
  How can the ensemble help with this ‘fatal vision’?
 • The stage directions require a bell to ring – what time is it? What type of bell?
 • Is there any other sound or music that can support this speech, either ‘real’ or atmospheric?

14. Lady Macbeth waits nervously for her husband. When he returns she realises that, although he has killed
  the king, he didn’t leave the murder weapons behind.

 • Worth noting in this section the numerous references to sounds and noises, hearing and speaking. How 
  can sound help you build and maintain the tension through the scene?
 • Don’t forget as well as noise, silence can be just as powerful. How many sounds are real and to what 
  extent are some created in the character’s imagination?
 • Macbeth returns with the bloody daggers, instead of leaving them at the murder scene. When does Lady 
  Macbeth notice them? Has Macbeth himself realised the mistake he’s made before that moment?
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 • Lady Macbeth makes the decision to return the daggers, is this a decision she makes easily? How does 
  she feel about Macbeth’s refusal to do it himself?
 • In Unit 15, Lennox enters and talks about the violent storm that takes place through the night – is this 
  referenced in the soundscape of this unit?

15. Macduff & Lennox arrive early to wake the king. Lennox describes how that night there has been a 
  terrible storm.

 • Macbeth does not have very long to wash his hands and appear as if he has just woken up. Try playing 
  the scene in different ways – e.g. Macbeth has had plenty of time; Macbeth has had only just enough 
  time; Macbeth still has blood on his hands and has to keep them hidden from Ross and Lennox.
 • Lennox talks about the night’s storm and strange things that have occurred – how does this affect Macbeth, 
  if at all?
 • Is the storm still going? How does that change Ross and Lennox’s entrance if they have literally come in 
  out of the storm?

16. Macduff discovers the king has been murdered raises the alarm, waking everyone in the castle.

 • Macduff’s entrance is difficult for any actor, what are the different ways to deliver that news – in a panic? 
  Frozen with fear? In disbelief?
 • Units 10-15 are fairly small, intimate scenes with just a few characters. Suddenly the ‘alarum’ bell is 
  sounded to wake everyone in the castle. Thinking about the ensemble, who are they – other Thanes and 
  Ladies of Scotland? Servants and waiting women? Guards and soldiers?
 • These non-speaking characters can really help the audience understand the what’s happening in a scene, 
  by their reactions to what’s being said. It’s well worth plotting through the different stages of the scene, 
  in terms of these additional non-speaking characters. From waking up, confused, through to their 
  reactions to the news of King Duncan’s murder. Do they response in unison like a chorus? Or do they 
  each have individual reactions and responses?
 • Lady Macbeth faints and needs to be carried off. Open up the discussion with your cast as to whether you 
  think this is genuine or is she pretending, and if so why?

17. Macduff tells Ross that the king’s sons have run away, causing everyone to suspect they are guilty of 
  plotting to kill their father. Macduff also tells them that Macbeth has been named new King of Scotland.

 • Without the sense of panic felt in unit 16, here the discussion of the murder feels partly like gossip and 
  partly like political commentary. Can you expand for more voices/characters? How might you divide the 
  lines further? What are the different opinions offered?
 • How do the characters react to the news the Macbeth has been named King and is to be crowned?

18. Banquo considers the witches prophesy and how it is all coming true, but suspect Macbeth is guilty of 
  foul play.

 • How might you use the ensemble to assist Banquo in this thought process? 
 • How does Banquo feel about what’s happening? Concerned Macbeth has acted ‘foully’ or hoping that 
  the witches prophesy will come true for him too?

19. Now crowned King and Queen, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth invite Banquo to a feast they are holding for 
  all the thanes. Banquo, who is about to leave, promises to be back in time.

 • Banquo’s thoughts are interrupted by Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. How does their entrance follow on 
  from his speech? Has he been caught off guard? Is he worried they might have overheard him?
 • How wary of Banquo are the Macbeths? There is lots of affirmation of friendship (e.g. ‘chief guest’ and 
  ‘indissoluble tie’) is this genuine or just for public show? Perhaps the next unit (20) might give some clues 
  to Macbeth’s attitude.
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20. When alone, Macbeth reveals his concerns about Banquo, remembering the witches predicted that 
  Banquo’s sons will be kings.

 • Following on from a very public moment (unit 19), Macbeth shares his internal thoughts with the 
  audience. How does the transition from public to private affect his voice and physicality?
 • Macbeth describes his ‘fruitless crown’, as he has no child to inherit after him. Is his disappointment 
  purely political or his he personally jealous of Banquo’s fatherhood?

21. Macbeth arranges the murder of Banquo and his son Fleance.

 • Who are the ‘murderers’? Professional soldiers or thugs?
 • How confident are they that they can get the job done? Is this their first murder?
 • Shakespeare doesn’t offer any stage directions as clues – so play with the physical proximity of the 
  characters. Are they huddled together plotting secretly, is Macbeth keeping his distance from them? 
  Are murders lurking in the shadows? Does money change hands? Or is there a handshake? Do they 
  ever make eye-contact?

22. Whilst out riding Banquo and his son Fleance are attacked. Banquo is killed but Fleance escapes.

 • Are the murderers ready for Banquo’s arrival? Or are they caught off guard?
 • How come Fleance manages to escape? Are the murderers no good at this? Or does it take all three to 
  overcome Banquo?

23. At the banquet, one of the murderers gives Macbeth the news that Banquo is dead, but Fleance got away.

 • What are the ways to present the ‘banquet’? Do you need lots of props or can you represent the feast 
  more simply with your ensemble?
 • How does the First Murderer make their entrance? Are they lurking in the shadows? Or are they one of 
  the guests? 
 • Does Macbeth have to pull the murderer to one side or does the conversation happen with other guests 
  around them?
 • How does Macbeth react to the news of Fleance’s escape? How well does his hide it form the other 
  guests? Does anyone notice, e.g. Lady Macbeth?

24. The thanes are about to eat when Macbeth sees the ghost of Banquo and is visibly shaken. The guests are 
  naturally concerned for him, but Lady M hurries them away.

 • To Macbeth the ‘table’s full’ i.e. there is no seat free for him. Has Banquo’s ghost been amongst the guests 
  all along? Or does he make an entrance unseen by Macbeth?
 • How is the ghost presented? As Banquo was in life? Or perhaps complete with the bloody wounds?
 • How can sound help punctuate the action and help the audience follow when the ghost appears 
  and vanishes?
 • When Macbeth talks to the ghost, what are Lady Macbeth and the other guests doing?
 • Macbeth tries to regain his composure but fails, discuss how seeing the ghost has effected him.

25. Macbeth returns to the witches who offer more prophesy and warnings. Macbeth learns that Macduff has 
  fled to England and he promises to attack Macduff’s castle.

 • Like with units 1 and 3, it’s important to think about who the witches might be, and what they are doing 
  in terms of activity or movement. If different groups are performing these units, it’s worth discussing 
  together so that the ideas and decisions are consistent throughout your performance.
 • That said in this unit more ‘apparitions’ appear and speak to Macbeth each presenting a symbol and 
  offer warnings. How can you use the whole ensemble to create these apparitions?
 • The symbols presented – are they props that you have found/made? Or are they represented by actors?
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 • Think about sound too. The witches finish with a dance and then disappear, how might you use sound & 
  silence to show the change from weird prophesy to normality with the arrival of Lennox?

26. In Fife, Lady Macduff is angry with her husband for leaving her and her children. Suddenly murderers 
  break in kill her and her son.

 • We only meet Lady Macduff once, she only refers to Macduff by name once in the scene. How can you 
  clarify to the audience that she is Macduff’s wife? Is it through the colours they wear or a symbol on 
  their costume?
 • Are the murderers the same characters that killed Banquo in unit 22? Perhaps not the same actors if a 
  different group has those earlier units, but worth thinking about. Banquo’s murder didn’t go entirely to 
  plan, so perhaps they are especially keen to make up for it? How well does this job go?

27. Malcolm, Duncan’s eldest son, and Macduff are gathering support from England, when news arrives of 
  Lady Macduff’s murder. Malcolm resolves to invade Scotland.

 • How might you be clear to the audience that the location has moved from Scotland to England?
 • Although there are only three speaking characters, what are the opportunities for an ensemble? How can 
  they help the scene – in both the receipt of the news about Lady Macduff but also the rallying of morale to 
  invade Scotland?

28. Lady Macbeth’s gentlewoman has brought a Doctor to her mistress. They watch as Lady Macbeth 
  sleep-walks and confesses to the murders she and her husband have committed.

 • Most of this scene is written in prose, why do you think Shakespeare made this shift in writing style?
 • Like with Macbeth and the ghostly dagger (unit 13), are the opportunities for an ensemble to present the 
  things that Lady Macbeth can see in her madness that the Doctor and Gentlewoman can’t?
 • The Doctor and Gentlewoman talk about Lady Macbeth’s actions, they describe in detail what she 
  does physically, without stage directions Shakespeare gives us all the clues we need – the rest is up to 
  our imaginations!

29. The Scottish Thanes gather and decide to join Macduff, Malcolm and their English army against Macbeth.

 • The ‘drum’ is useful here to signify that we are building towards a battle. What activities might these 
  character be doing during this scene to enhance that further?
 • How might you signal the different armies – that of Macbeth and that of Macduff? Through costume and 
  colour, sound and music physicality or a mixture? (n.b. if different groups are performing different parts of 
  the battle, make sure you are consistent with these choices)

30. Macbeth has news of the approaching armies, but is not afraid. The Doctor tells him of his wife’s sickness.

 • Macbeth too is preparing for battle. Is his putting on of the armour a literal action?
 • What might the ensemble be doing - servants helping him get ready? Other soldiers putting on armour?
 • The Doctor is trying to talk to Macbeth about his wife, but how willing is Macbeth to listen? How does this 
  affect the playing of the scene?
 • Make sure Macbeth is clear which lines are spoken to which other character onstage? Or to the audience?

31. At their camp in Birnham Wood, Malcolm instructs his soliders to cut branches from the trees in order to 
  disguise their numbers.

 • What are the ways we can represent the ‘wood’? 
 • How might we represent the action of cutting down the branches? How can sound help?
 • Is this a pre-planned idea of Malcolm’s or does it occur to him in the moment? If so when is the moment 
  he has the idea? Are there other convinced it’ll work, do they need encouragement?
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32. Macbeth receives news that Lady Macbeth is dead. Immediately after, a messenger reports that Birnham 
  wood appears to be advancing toward the castle. Macbeth gets ready for battle.

 • Macbeth receives two lots of bad news and reacts quite differently to both. How can we make that clear 
  in performance?
 • The Messenger has to report a very strange thing that they saw (Birnam wood moving towards them) how 
  do they feel about doing so? How sure are they themselves of what they saw?
 • Macbeth refers to the witches’ prophecy – it may we’ll be worth looking at unit 25 to remind you cast 
  what was said to Macbeth.

33. Arriving at the castle, Malcolm’s army throw down their branches and launch their attack.

 • Malcolm’s army enters with the branches from unit 31. Again, if different groups are performing these 
  sections how might you pass props between groups?
 • Malcolm’s last words call for noise – ‘trumpets speak’ and ‘clamorous’ – how might you signify the start 
  of battle?

34. On the battlefield Macbeth meets English solider, Young Siward, and after a short fight kills him.

 • Creating battle scenes is fun for any ensemble and can be do in many different ways? Try using 
  freeze-frames and slow motion in order to maintain the ongoing sense of battle, while the scenes are 
  taking place.
 • Faster movement sequences and sound might be effective way of moving between scenes.
 • How does Young Siward feel about facing Macbeth?
 • Does Macbeth defeat him as easily as he thinks he will?

35. Macduff finally finds Macbeth and they exit fighting.

 • Is their battle movement and sound that can lead from unit 34 into 35?
 • How do they feel about meeting each other? Macbeth has been told to fear no one but Macduff (see unit 
  25) and Macduff knows Macbeth murdered his wife and children (see units 26 & 27).
 • What are the ensemble doing at this point? Are they continuing their own battles, or has all focussed 
  turned on to Macbeth and Macduff?

36. Malcolm’s soldiers re-group and share the news of battle. Old Siward learns of his brave son’s death. 
  Macduff enters carrying Macbeth’s head and declares victory. All the Lords kneel before Malcolm as the 
  new King of Scotland.

 • These characters share news from the battle field – so have they all come from different directions? 
 • How is morale, do they feel as if they are winning?
 • How does the news of his son’s death affect Siward, and the others characters?
 • How do we show Macbeth’s head? Is it a realistically gruesome prop? Or is it in a bag? Or is there 
  another way to show Macbeth has been defeated?
 • How do we end the play? Malcolm is named as the new King, so do we end with celebration and 
  ceremony? Or is it a more somber ending, reflecting the fatigue after battle?
 • How far does Malcolm’s speech indicate the type of King he is going to be? Is it a confident speech, full 
  of authority and strength? Or perhaps it’s full of humility and gratitude? Remember, it’s this last moment 
  image that the audience are left, so worth thinking about what you wan that to be.
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